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Introduction
Manipulations of the dopaminergic and endocannabinoid system modify vStr LFP oscillations (Berke, 2009; Figure 1 : Schematic illustration of the spike spectrum, pairwise phase consistency (PPC) and spiketriggered average (STA) analyses. Top panel shows an example 500 ms trace of a ventral striatal LFP, along with a spike train (vertical tickmarks on gray background) shown on the same time base. The spike spectrum for a given cell is computed based on spike times alone (no reference to the LFP). PPC and STA both start by taking spike-triggered snippets of the LFP, shown as blue, green and red windows for the three spikes in this example. To obtain the PPC spectrum, the phase spectrum (angle of the Fourier transform) is computed for each spike-triggered LFP. For each frequency, PPC quantifies how consistent the phases are across all (pairs of) spike-triggered LFPs. In this example, spike phases are inconsistent at 23 Hz (open circles) but consistent at 97 Hz (filled circles). To obtain the STA spectrum, the spike-triggered LFPs are averaged and then the power spectrum computed. average (STA) spectrum, spike-triggered LFPs are first averaged and then the power spectrum computed. 121 Note that this is not the same as the PPC, because in PPC all phases are weighted equally regardless of 122 LFP power, whereas in the STA each spike contributes to the average according to LFP power. To com-123 pute PPC, we used the FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011)'s ft_spiketriggeredspectrum 124 and ft_spiketriggeredspectrum_stat functions, with a frequency-dependent time window to es-variables on an equal footing, it can address how much additional variance is explained by incorporating variables of interest (for spike-field relationship questions, these would be LFP phases at various frequencies) 153 after the effects of other variables are accounted for. If these variables include, for instance, the cell's 154 autocorrelation function, then history effects can be accounted for. If a cell's tuning to task variables such 155 as reward receipt is included, then correlations between task variables and LFP phases are accounted for, 156 and so on. Second, the GLM framework provides a way to compare the contributions of LFP phase to other 157 variables that appear to be related to vStr spiking; based on a PPC of 0.01, for instance, it is unclear if this 158 provides a little, or a lot, of predictive power compared to knowing, say, the cell's tuning to a task variable 159 such as the time relative to reward delivery. Finally, GLMs are an elegant way to progress toward a longer-160 term goal of being able to account for all vStr activity by incorporating more variables. For instance, if the 161 inclusion of a LFP in a different brain structure improves the model, this may indicate effective connectivity 162 between these structures (Wong et al., 2016) .
163
Our specific implementation of the spike train GLM generally follows established methods (Kass et al. 164 2014; Kramer and Eden 2016; we used the MATLAB function fitglm, spike trains were binned at 1 ms).
165
However, we apply two innovations. First, although we used a standard cross-validation approach for model 166 comparison, we kept track of the error at each time bin (instead of compressing the model fit for each fold 167 into a single mean-squared-error number) so that we could later plot model improvement as a function of task 168 variables. This approach, illustrated schematically in Figure 2 , makes it possible to plot the difference in error 169 between a baseline model and the target model (typically baseline plus one or more LFP phase variables) 170 as a function of task variables such as the time relative to reward delivery. In this way, this approach can 171 reveal whether the additional predictive value of LFP variables is constant across the task, or is modulated in 172 relation to various task events and behaviors such as reward approach and consumption.
173
The second GLM innovation lies in the specific way we included various task features such as time to reward 174 delivery, running speed, and position on the track as predictors. Instead of plugging these variables directly into the GLM as regressors, we first constructed tuning curves for each neuron in each of these task variables For each spike train, binarized into 1 ms bins, a set of regressors is constructed, starting with a conditional intensity function (cif) based on the cell's autocorrelation (top left). Intuitively, this regressor captures the known dependencies in the cell's spike train to estimate predicted firing rate at time t + dt given that there was a spike at time t. Next, all other regressors in the GLM were constructed using a two-step process. For each variable of interest, a tuning curve is estimated, which shows average firing rate as a function of the relevant variable (e.g. time from reward, or the delta-band phase of the LFP). For each time bin in the GLM, this tuning curve can be used to look up the predicted firing rate based on the value of the relevant variable at that time (e.g. delta phase at time t). Next, for each cross-validation fold, the binned spike train is divided into training (clear bins) and testing sets (black bins), and the squared error for each testing bin computed for all candidate models. Specifically, the difference between a baseline model's error and the error of alternative models (dError, typically including one or more features of the local field potential) is stored for each bin and each cross-validation fold. Then, this error is averaged across folds to yield a difference in model fits as a function of time, which can either be averaged over time to yield an overall measure of model performance relative to baseline, or plotted relative to time of reward delivery.
(i.e. average firing rate as a function of task variable value) and used the predicted firing rate from this tuning 177 curve in the GLM (Figure 2 , lower left). This is important because typical neurons have nonmonotonic tuning 178 to these variables, such that a linear model would fail to capture their contribution accurately. Consider, for 179 instance, a typical "place cell" which first increases and then decreases its firing as a function of (linearized) 180 location. Raw linearized position would be an ineffective predictor for such a cell, but the tuning curve 181 regressor method computes the expected firing rate for each location and feeds that into the GLM.
182
GLM regressors used in this way include (1) time to reward (ranging from -5 to 5 seconds, relative to reward 183 delivery), (2) linearized position on the maze, and (3) running speed. Next, we include a conditional intensity function regressor (Truccolo et al., 2005; Rule et al., 2015) based on each cell's autocorrelation function by 185 convolving the binned spike train with the autocorrelation function (a 1-second window centered on the 186 spike times). Finally, LFP phase features were computed by filtering the data in specific frequency bands of 187 interest (delta: 3-5 Hz, theta: 7-9 Hz, beta: 14-25 Hz, low-gamma: 40-65 Hz, high-gamma: 70-95 Hz) and 188 taking the angle of the Hilbert-transformed data.
189

Results
190
We sought to characterize rhythmic activity in single neurons in the rat ventral striatum (vStr) during the 191 performance of a continuous T-maze task (van der Meer and Redish, 2009). Data from 81 daily recording 192 sessions from 4 rats was restricted to a 10-second time window centered on the time at which rats first reached 193 a reward site following correct choice. As we and others have previously shown, reward approach and receipt Figure 3a shows a single-session spectrogram illustrating these LFP components). Thus, this 199 time window is known to contain the major LFP rhythms whose associated rhythmic spiking patterns we 200 aim to characterize.
201
Our initial analysis of rhythmic spiking focuses on (1) the spike spectrum, which describes the frequency 202 content of spiking without reference to the LFP, and (2) two related measures of spike-field relationships: a bright yellow patch at about 4.5 Hz, indicating strong phase locking to the LFP at that frequency, as 209 well as strong rhythmic spiking 2 . The cell highlighted as "F" in these same panels, in contrast, does not 210 show any elevated values in that same frequency range, but instead has elevated PPC and STA power in the 211 gamma band (peaking around 65-70 Hz in this case). This cell does not appear to show corresponding spike 212 spectrum power at that same frequency (note lack of elevation at the "F" arrow in Figure 3b ). Further cells 213 not highlighted explicitly also show clear patches of increased PPC and STA power, such as the cell directly 214 below the "E" arrow, and the prominent gamma-band cell at the second row from the bottom.
215
To facilitate the interpretation of panels 3b-d, we next illustrate in detail the different measures for the Analysis of rhythmic activity across the population. Next, we applied these analyses to the full population of 232 recorded cells. Figure 4 shows the results for putative medium spiny neurons (MSNs, 579 cells analyzed that 233 passed inclusion criteria). The unnormalized spike spectra were either relatively flat, or showed increased 234 power at low frequencies, without clear increases at specific frequencies (Figure 4a, left) . Accordingly, the 235 average spike spectrum (left panel inset) shows no obvious peaks, other than a hint of a local increase at (PPC, B) , an unbiased estimator of spike-field locking. Each row shows values for a single cell, and the inset at the bottom of each panel shows the average across all cells. Note the relatively featureless shape of the spike spectra, emphasizing low frequencies with a hint of a local increase at around 9 Hz, compared to the much richer PPC spectra, in which there is not only a clear 9 Hz peak, but in addition most other frequencies have at least some cells with increased phase locking. Left panels show raw (unnormalized) values, right panels show z-scored values against a distribution of shuffled spike times. Values in the top right corner of each panel indicate the top (yellow) end of the pseudocolor scale. Cells (rows) are ordered chronologically according to when they were acquired, such that cells recorded from each subject cluster together; this explains the apparent clustering together of similarly rhythmic cells.
around 9 Hz (theta). When normalizing the spike spectra by z-scoring relative to spectra obtained from a 237 shuffled distribution, a similar pattern appears, consisting of a strong emphasis on low frequency power with 238 a small theta peak superimposed (Figure 4a, right panel) . Thus, although examples of cells with rhythmic 239 spiking at specific frequencies can be found (e.g. Figure 3e ) only in the theta band is this sufficiently common 240 to appear in the average spectrum.
241
The picture changes drastically when considering spike-field locking. For pairwise phase consistency (PPC), 242 a measure that measures how (non-)uniformly spiking occurs across LFP phases at each frequency of inter-243 est, and for the spike-triggered average spectrum (similar, but weights spikes according to LFP power) a kaleidoscope of different phase-locking patterns is apparent across cells (Figure 4b, left) . For essentially 245 every frequency, there appear to be at least some cells that show increased phase-locking to that frequency, 246 as indicated by the colorful streaks appearing at all possible locations on the frequency axis. Against this 247 rich diversity of phase-locking, some overall patterns are also apparent: a clear vertical band can be seen 248 at ∼9 Hz (theta) that also appears in the averages. Normalizing against a shuffled distribution enhances the 249 prominence of the theta phase locking peak (Figure 4b, right) . 250 Figure 5 : Rhythmic activity for putative fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs, n = 154), using the same layout as Figure 4 . Note that the spike spectra (A) emphasize low frequencies, with barely visible peaks at delta (∼4 Hz) and theta (∼9 Hz). In contrast, spike-field relationships (B) are common in FSIs, with the delta band particularly prominent, and the normalized PPC in particular also revealing gamma-band phase locking.
Putative fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs) showed different patterns of rhythmic activity compared to MSNs 251 ( Figure 5 , n = 154 cells analyzed that passed inclusion criteria). Like MSNs, spike spectra tended to show 252 increased power at low frequencies (< 10 Hz), but many FSIs showed a characteristic dip in power at 253 intermediate frequencies . Clear peaks in spike spectra at specific frequencies are not common, Hz (delta), with a substantial number of cells also locking to beta (20-30 Hz) and gamma frequencies ( Figure  5b ).
259
To provide a more quantitative characterization of the above results, we first computed, for each frequency, 260 what proportion of cells was significantly more rhythmic than expected by chance (at p < 0.05, uncorrected; 261 comparison with distribution of shuffled spike trains in which spikes were randomly permuted within the 262 10-s analysis window). The resulting proportions ( Figure 6 ) confirmed (1) the overall larger prevalence of 263 spike-field locking compared to spike train rhythmicity in FSIs, (2) a theta-band peak in MSN spike spectra between anatomically related structures (e.g. preferred phases may be consistent or inconsistent with the 275 preferred phase of another brain area). To characterize preferred phases across the population, we first 276 computed, for each frequency, a histogram of preferred phases ( Figure 6 , bottom row; note that for each 277 frequency, only neurons with significant phase locking at that frequency are included). In the raw histogram 278 (left panel), each column sums to the total number of significantly phase-locked neurons for that frequency 279 (as given by the histogram in Figure 6 , top row). An absence of phase preference across all significantly 280 phase-locking neurons would appear as constant values within a column (frequency); conversely, a clear 281 -phase preference would appear as a peak within a column. As Figure 6 indicates, most frequencies showed 282 a moderate amount of non-uniform phase distributions, suggesting some amount of coordination across the 283 Figure 6 : A: Proportions of putative MSNs with significant spike spectrum power (top left) and significant spike-field locking (top right). Bottom row shows histograms of preferred firing phases for each LFP frequency of interest. Color indicates the number of cells preferring to fire at each of six phase bins; if each neuron individually preferred a random phase (no population phase preference) then these counts would be uniform; by contrast, a population phase preference would manifest as a difference in counts across phase bins. Both the raw (left, the sum of each column corresponds to the number of cells with significant phase locking at that frequency) and normalized (right, counts in each column divided by the number of cells) histograms show some evidence of non-uniform phase preferences, indicating some temporal coordination (synchrony) across the population. B: Same as A, but for putative FSIs. Note the overall higher prevalence of significant spike-field relationships, but not spike spectra, compared to MSNs.
population.
Figure 7: Polar plots showing both phase preference (angle) and strength of phase locking (length) for each cell with significant phase locking in each of five frequency bands of interest. Each line corresponds to a single cell. Phase histograms within each frequency band are also shown; these are constructed in the same way as the raw phase histograms in Figure 6 , except that all frequencies within each band are averaged, and more phase bins are used (12 instead of 6). Top panel shows MSN data, bottom panel FSI data. Note that some frequency bands show clearly non-uniform phase distributions (e.g. all frequency bands except perhaps theta for FSIs) whereas others don't show a clear phase preference (e.g. delta band for MSNs) or don't have enough significantly phase-locked cells to make a determination (beta band and up for MSNs). All polar plots use the same scale, with the outermost ring indicating a PPC value of 0.1.
The above histograms ignored the strength of phase locking, by pooling all neurons with significant phase 285 locking and treating them equally. However, the preferred phase of neurons with strong phase locking is 286 likely more meaningful than that of neurons with a barely significant phase preference. The polar plots 287 in Figure 7 highlight that for some frequency bands, the most strongly phase-locked neurons maintain a 288 consistent phase (e.g. delta-band for FSIs and MSNs, left column) whereas for other frequency bands, there 289 is a much weaker population preference (e.g. theta-band, perhaps related to the known tendency of such 290 neurons to phase-precess, van der Meer and Redish 2011). The upper quadrant of panels shows the full correlation matrices across frequencies. The diagonal (white line) of these matrices is identical to the correlations in the lower quadrant. These matrices illustrate relationships of the type visible, for instance, in the center panel: cells that tend to phase-lock to 20-40 Hz also tend to phase lock to ∼ 4 Hz, as illustrated by the off-diagonal patches of increased correlation for these frequencies.
tify the added predictive value of the ventral striatal LFP (above and beyond spiking and task variables) and 317 the added predictive value of a LFP from an anatomically connected structure, the hippocampus. To quantify 318 the fit of these different models, we used cross-validation: across different splits of the available data for each 319 cell, models were fit to one half of the data, and then applied to the withheld data to yield error measures for 320 each cell and model. The first overall question addressed with this approach is simply, for how many vStr 321 cells does knowledge of LFP phase improve spike timing prediction, above and beyond predictions made 322 from a number of influential predictors such as the cell's autocorrelation and tuning for task variables (see Relative contribution for each cell (rows) of different predictors (ci: conditional intensity function, tt: time to reward, li: linearized position, sp: running speed, and phase for each frequency band of interest (delta, theta, beta, low-gamma and high-gamma); the average t-statistic for each predictor is shown in panel D. C: Model prediction improvement plotted as a function of time from reward delivery. Overall, LFP features provided more improvement before reward delivery (negative time from reward) compared to after reward delivery, other than a peak around 1.5s (the time of first contact with reward pellets). conditional intensity function ("ci") is the most influential predictor overall, with time-to-reward ("tt") and 326 position on the track ("li") the next most important (Figure 9b-d) . Then, however, LFP phase at various 327 frequencies consistently contribute, led by delta and theta, outperforming running speed ("sp"). Thus, this 328 GLM analysis further confirms the prevalence of spike-field relationships shown in the previous analyses 329 with a more stringent criterion, and reveals the predictive power of the LFP to be comparable to that of 330 previously established task-and behavior-related predictors.
331
Unlike typical cross-validation approaches that simply sum all errors across the testing set to yield one final 332 Figure 10 : A-E: Model improvement relative to baseline (blue) and LFP envelope (red) for each LFP frequency band of interest as a function of time relative to reward. Note that for delta and theta bands in particular, LFP phase contributes more to model fit before, rather than after, reward delivery in a manner that cannot be explained by differences in the LFP envelope (red line). In contrast, in the low-gamma band (top right panel) LFP phase contributes in a manner consistent with the changes in amplitude. F: Correlation matrix between all predictors in the full model. error measure, we also tracked errors according to when in the task, relative to reward delivery, they occurred 333 (see Figure 2 for a schematic illustration of this approach). These errors can then be visualized as a peri-event 334 average around the time of reward delivery (Figure 9c) , showing that the improvement in model prediction is 335 not constant over time. Furthermore, we can break out the contribution of each LFP frequency band to reveal 336 its contribution as a function of time ( Figure 10 ). For the delta and theta bands in particular, LFP phase 337 was more predictive before, rather than after, reward delivery. In comparison, low gamma phase was more Figure 11 : Hippocampal LFP phase improves prediction of ventral striatal spike timing. A: Overall model comparison between the baseline model (containing the full set of predictors used earlier, including the phases at each frequency band obtained from the ventral striatal LFP) and the baseline model with hippocampal theta phase added. The hippocampal theta model significantly improved model fit overall. B: Mean t-statistics for all predictors in the model. As before, the cell autocorrelation is the best predictor overall, and all LFP features contribute approximately equally, although hippocampal theta (hc) was numerically better than any ventral striatal LFP feature. C: Model prediction improvement (blue line) as a function of time from reward was largest around the time of reward delivery. This pattern was not explained simply by theta amplitude being largest at that time, as indicated by the envelope (red line) which showed an opposite pattern.
Discussion
364
Summary. We have shown that spike-field relationships are pervasive in ventral striatal neurons, with dif-365 ferent MSNs and FSIs showing phase locking in essentially every frequency band. MSNs tended to favor 366 theta-band phase preferences, while FSIs favored delta and gamma overall. Spike train rhythmicity without 367 reference to the LFP showed more modest frequency content, and was generally independent of phaselocking except for theta and beta bands -that is, a theta phase-locked neuron is likely to spike at theta
